GHRIET, Pune organized Graduation Day Ceremony
G,H.Raisoni Institute of Engineering & Technology Pune ,organized GRADUATION CEREMONY
on 28 Jan 2017. Shri. Pramod R. Bhadkawde, Deputy Registrar (Exam) SPPU, Pune, was the chief
guest and Shri. Ajit Tatiya, Trustee Director, RGI, Pune was the guest of honor for the Graduation
ceremony. Dr.R. D. Khradkar, Principal, GHRIET, Pune, Mr. S. G. Hate, Chief Exam Officer, Mr.
Shreyash Choudhary, Studnets representative along with teaching staff were present for the
ceremonial function. Four hundred and twenty seven students (to whom degrees are to be conferred)
along with parents were present during the function.
The function has started with the procession of students along with guests , Principal , Trustee
Director , NSS Coordinator and is lead by Controller of Examinations ( GHRIET : Pune Center) .
The procession ended in function hall .
Dr. Nitin Korde, Vice Principal, (Academics) GHRIET, welcomed the procession Pune .
The function was started with “ Pune Vidyapeeth” Song
Shri. Pramod R. Bhadkawde congratulated students on completing their degrees, He said Graduation
Ceremony is the beginning from where the actual higher education starts. He appealed to the students
that the knowledge they have acquired should be transformed to worthiness and said that only
universal education can remove the discrimination of caste, greed and color. He also explained the
meaning of Pune University song in detail to students. If the aim is beautiful, we don’t need to think
of the way how it is, he said.

Dr. R. D. Kharadkar congratulated all students & advised to enhance their knowledge in every step
of life and with self development. He appealed students always work hard to acquire the knowledge
and use it for betterment of society . Dr.Kharadkar congratulated the college students for securing
ranks in the University.
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Shri. Ajit Tatiya applauded students for their achievement and appealed the graduates to explore the
various opportunities as alumni of the prestigious institution.
For Graduation Ceremony, 427 students were present, among them 155 students conferred
distinction certificate and 255 students for First class. The program was anchored by Dr. Vandana
Dureja and Prof. Darshana Inamdar proposed the vote of thanks and the ceremony ended with the
National Anthem
.
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